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Wikipedia’s mission

Imagine a world in which every 
person on the planet shares in the 
sum of all human knowledge.



Wikipedia’s scale
30 million articles

286 languages

2 billion edits

8000 views per second

500 million monthly visitors



Wikipedia’s volunteers

20 million registered

80,000 active users

1,400 admins



Wikipedia’s Foundation

San Francisco

200 employees

Donor funded

Non-profit

No-ads!



Wikipedia’s pillars

Neutrality

Verifiability

Consensus

Civility

Openness



Wikipedia’s reliability

Many eyeballs make all bugs shallow

Errors fixed quickly over time

As good as Britannica

Virtual filter



Autonomy Interest Challenge

Mastery Recognition    Perfectionism

Compulsion Audience Expression

Joy Responsibility

Motivation



The challenge
 

technical, social, policy hurdles
complex, unguided environment 
         quick, sometimes rude people and bots 
   intense debates 
        public and impersonal exchanges

Wikipedia’s culture can seem... 
 complicated, inaccessible, and intimidating



Editor decline



(De)Motivation

Confusing Threatening

Confrontational Isolated Fleeting

Time-consuming Offensive 

Embarassing Biased Unpredictable



Strategy: Invitation

Some people won’t jump in until they’re asked 

Invitation makes us feel welcome and 
supported

It begins creating a sense of belonging



Strategy: Acknowledgement

Being recognized validates experience

Acknowledgement encourages engaging

Positive feedback connects you to people you 
work with



Strategy: Showing people

Seeing faces gives a sense of human 
community 

Allows us to imagine ourselves becoming part 
of something together

Empathy is encouraged by visual cues



Strategy: Playful design

Play lowers fear of failure

Allows us to try new things and make mistakes

Helps us do serious things because we enjoy 
them more



edit count leaderboard

achievement medals

user powers

cups and contests

backlog improvement drives

article quality ratings

role barnstars

Gamification?

















Experiment in gamified onboarding

1-hour 7-mission interactive journey

Teaches editing, social, and policy skills

For a successful first 100 edits

The Wikipedia Adventure



Research
Learning culture
Learning is inclusive, social, informal, participatory, creative, and lifelong. Creativity requires a secure and trusted environment. Playfulness is pragmatic, it helps us get better solutions, do our jobs better, feel better, 
encourages tolerating ambiguity. The new culture of learning comprises a massive information network that provides unlimited access and resources to learn and a bounded and structured environment that allows for unlimited 
agency to build and experiment. Games cultivate citizenship. You find out what are the right questions to ask'.  Viewing the future as a set of new possibilities, rather than something that forces us to adjust. Peer-to-peer 
learning is about fluid relationships that are the result of shared interests and opportunity. In communities, people learn in order to belong. In a collective, people belong in order to learn. Collectives are a natural outgrowth of 
networked conversations.  We have come to understand that institutional resources are in fact quite limited when compared to the [Internet] which are limitless. Institutional backing is no longer a warrant for credibility. 
Information is investigated, challenged, and debated in an intimate, improvisational, and individual way that is also inherently collective. Expertise and authority are dispersed rather than centralized. People are not just 
learning from one another, they are learning *with* one another. Collectives scale because of the ability to engage asynchronously with others and to persist over time opening countless possibilities for interaction. "We know 
more than we can tell". People just start doing it, learning by absorption and making tacit connections. They experiment with what they already know and modify it to meet new challenges or contexts. Students learn best when they 
are able to follow their passion and operate within the constraints. Every answer serves as a starting point, not as an end point. It invites us to ask more and better questions. It isis impossible to accomplish many tasks as a 
solitary player. Diversity is essential, and the strongest teams are a rich mix of diverse talent and abilities. There are no answers, only a progression of increasingly complicated and more difficult questions. We are born knowing how 
to play, and how to invent games. Imagine a world full of highly engaged people actively becoming the best version of themselves. Games conquer lack of volition (What's in it for me?) and lack of faculty (I can't do this). A game, at 
its core, is a kind of structured learning environment. "Play is the free space of movement within a more rigid structure."Fun is nature's reward for practicing survival skills. Hard fun is about enjoyment over pleasure. Grokking 
the systems that define our lives is the great task of all behavioral games. Good behavioral games reveal something fundamental about the underlying activities they're built around.

Building Identity
Human beings achieve a state of optimal experience when our skills are continually in balance with the challenges we face. Rewards work best when they are surprising.  Praise personalizes our accomplishments and sense of 
self.  Good games are autotelic: we do something for its own sake, treating each activity as valuable in and of itself, without concern for external validation or reward. We can't rely on points alone to tell us which activities are 
important, or we risk losing our sense of self to a leaderboard. Badges are alternative assessment and achievement markers, a learning scaffold and project completion signal. Badges reveal multiple pathways that you may 
follow, providing guidance to encounter learning opportunities that engage at your level of ability. Badges offer names for new competencies and providing a venue that recognizes their importance.  Badges build a learning 
identity. A badge is a validated indicator of accomplishment, skill, quality or interest that can be earned in any of these learning environments.  Badges can support learning, validate education, help build reputation, and 
confirm the acquisition of knowledge.A digital badge is an online record of achievement.  They can encourage collaboration and teamwork. Badges can foster kinship and mentorship, encourage persistence, and provide 
collectible access to ever-higher levels of challenge and reward.

Usability
Build for delighted, amazed users from the start. Engagement and flow result from setting the proper difficulty level--a balance of challenge and reward. Good design - has to be going somewhere. Lets you know what you *can 
do*, motivates you to do more of it. You have to educate the game user--what it's about, why to use it.  Prototyping grounds communication, enabling feedback and reflection to gain insight; youlearn from exploration. The goal is 
feedback! Prototypes should be built quickly, they might not even actually work, they ought to be incomplete! Prototypes deal with things that are hard to predict. Sketch before you paint. Our intuitions are often wrong. Focus on 
the GOALS of design, not a particular design. Don't overinvest in something you're going to throw away. What might it look like, work like, be like to experience? "The experience of an airplane, without an airplane.” Design for what 
people *actually* want to do--some ideas are "nifty" but not important. Prototypes are questions. Make lots of them.  "The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas." All design is redesign. Going from an existing 
situation to a "preferred" situation. "You can observe a lot just by watching". Keep it human...What are the joy points?



Deep Research
Inspiring wisdom
We’ve learned that gameplay is the direct emotional opposite of depression: it’s an invigorating rush of activity, combined with an optimistic sense of our own capability. We’ve discovered how game designers hep us achieve a state 
of blissful productivity: with clear, actionable goals . and vivid results. We’ve seen how game make failure fun and train us to focus our time and energy on truly attainable goals. We’ve seen how they build up our social stamina and 
provoke us to act in ways that make us more likeable, and how they make our hardest efforts truly feel meaningful, by putting them in a much bigger context. We’ve seen how these games can help us enjoy our real lives more, 
instead of feeling like we want to escape from them. We’ve considered how points, levels, and achievements can motivate us to get through the toughest situations and inspire us to work harder to excel at things we already love. We’
ve looked at how games can be a springboard for community and build our capacity for social participation. We’ve looked at crowdsourcing games that successfully engage tens of thousands of players in tackling real-world 
problems for free. To become extraordinary at the one thing all games make us good at: cooperating, coordinating, and creating something new together. And we’ve seen how forecasting games can turn ordinary people into super-
empowered hopeful individuals. Our singe most urgent mission in life—the mission of every human being on the planet—is to engage with reality, as fully and as deeply as we can, every waking moment of our lives. More and more, 
we recognize the unrivaled power of gameplay to create common ground, to concentrate our collective attention, and to inspire long-term efforts.  They fill our real lives with positive emotions, positive activity, positive 
experiences, and positive strengths. Games aren’t leading us to the downfall of human civilization. They[re leading us to its reinvention. If we commit to harnessing the power of games for real happiness and real change, then a 
better reality is more than possible—it is likely. And in that case, our future together will be quite extraordinary.

Designing play
Successful games deliver autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Competence (meaningful growth) is a path to mastery with regular achievable goals. Sustained engagement is a function of continued *success* not continued 
*overstretch*, of social outlets, and of juicy feedback. Autonomy (meaningful choice) is where the game belongs to the user, because control and personal preference develops engagement and loyalty, provides feedback, shows 
experience pathways, and presents a variety of options with a sense of increasing opportunities. Relatedness ( mutual dependence) is about intrinsic social motivation, allowing players to connect with others, to support eachother. 
Gamification encourages a real activity; it's not a substitute for real activity. It makes the activity richer and the 'player' more motivated. It makes the experience more fun. Gamification is about remaining in the real world but 
enhancing the experience to make the real activity more rewarding. Play is the aimless expenditure of exuberant energy, spontaneous and done for its own sake in a zone of proximal development where we pretend to be more 
advanced than we are, where we have freedom within some structure. Games are a problem-solving activity approached with a playful attitude. Games are voluntary (whoever must play *cannot* play). They involve learning and 
problem solving (otherwise they're 'just' play). They balance between structure and exploration. In games, the ultimate goal goes beyond rewards. Players want to improve. Gamers do not simply manage change; they create it, 
seek it out, and feed on it. The fun lies in learning how to overcome obstacles. Even when common solutions are known, the gamer disposition demands a better way, a more original response to the problem. Part of the gamer 
disposition, then, is a desire to push the boundaries of the environment in order to discover some new insight or useful information that deepens one's understanding of the game. Learning by doing can provide a unique and 
personal set of insights into the ways and means for creating something in the world. When we build, we do more than create content. We also create context by building within a particular environment, providing links or creating 
connections and juxtapositions to give meaning to the content. Think about play as a disposition, rather than as merely engaging with a game. Much of what makes play powerful as a tool for learning is our ability to engage in 
experimentation. Through play, the process of learning is no longer smooth and progressive. Instead, there is a gap between the knowledge one is given and the desired end result. It is a process filled with "riddles and epiphanies". 
Play provides an opportunity to leap, experiment, fail, and continue to play through different outcomes--in other words, to riddle one's way through a mystery. 

Discovering change
The ability to organize, connect, and make sense of things is a skill characteristic of a deep engagement with the tacit and the process of indwelling. It is always about finding the next challenge or becoming more fully immersed in 
the state of play. Participation in digital environments requires a sense of "learning to be", which is about acquiring social practices that give meaning to experiences. When messing around, people take an interest in and focus on 
the workings and content of the technology and media themselves, tinkering, exploring, and extending their understanding. The function of play in messing around is to unpack and experiment with the familiar. It opens up a gap 
between the way something could be--what a person begins to imagine she can accomplish--and the way it is. As people lay in their environment, they rediscover the different possibilities opened up by those gaps. This involves 
the development of a sense of personal agency, pursuing topics of personal interest, moving from "experience to embodiment". Technology and digital media begin to be viewed as an extension of oneself. Messing around asks, 
"What am I able to explore?” Geeking out provides an experiential, embodied sense of learning within a rich social context of peer interaction, feedback, and knowledge construction for intense, autonomous, interest driven 
learning. This kind of learning highlights the importance of understanding the power of collaboration. Geeking out asks "How can I utilize the available resources, both social and technological, for deep exploration?" Imagine an 
environment where participants are constantly measuring and evaluating their own performance, even if that requires them to build new tools to do it. In the new culture of learning, people do it for fun in a social context. Within 
the new culture of learning, networked information provides nutrients for the petri dish, allowing exploration, play, and experimentation to continually cultivate new questions. In order to succeed, players immerse themselves in the 
game, creating and constructing identities, relationships, and practices that constitute deep and profound acts of imagination. A collective's success depends its members synchronizing their efforts to solve problems. Tacit 
learning functions most effectively when students discover their own learning objectives. Games which allow learners to play, explore, and experience, also allow them to discover what is important to them. To succeed, they need 
to operate seamlessly together, constantly adjusting and compensating for changes. After a triumph, players find themselves wondering, "How on earth did we do that?" Play involves a "questing" disposition. Solutions are 
invented as much as they are implemented. It is innovation. Gamers don't just embrace change, they demand change. 



What I learned

Do not mess with intrinsic motivation

Amplify it to create delight



1 year writing, design, usability

4 months coding

1 month alpha bugfixing

1 month beta test

Development process
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Overall satisfaction



Satisfaction breakdown
Confident as an editor  89%

Understand Wikipedia better  89% 

Want to edit more  77% 

Welcomed and supported  79%

Know what to do next  71% 

Prepared me for success 80%

Good introduction  89%

Enjoyed playing it  75% 



“actual editing rather than just theory”

“helped pull back the curtain”

“great stepping stone for new users”

“best example of gamification I’ve witnessed”

“idiots entertained by this kind of drivel”



Gamification elements



Design preference



Target demographic



20% more edits than control group of similar 

but non-invited new editors

90% more edits than those who were invited 

but did not play the game

Players made more edits



Finishers made the most 

320% total edits than those who only started 

the first level of the game

290% as likely to make 20+ edits



Players had more 20+ edits

20% to 70% more likely to make 20+ edits 

than either control group

Also more likely to make 0 edits



Theory: Off and on ramp

test edits within game and leave

or

grow confidence and get highly active



Impact 2

6 months out

+20% total edits (27 vs 23, player vs. control)

+200% talk page edits (4 vs 2, player vs control)

+140% to 200% edits (finishers vs. starters)

-> Theory held for talk page supereditors only



What’s next?

Editor retention

Integrate with new editor pipeline

Gamified microcontributions??
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